Physics Course Troubleshooting
A student seems to be underperforming in Physics. What’s going wrong and what can be done? Proceed…

Test Scores are Low
|
Does the student take the
Practice Test (PracTest) prior
to each unit test?
N

Y

Lab Scores are Low
|
Take the PracTest prior to
the unit test. Students
who do not are at a
disadvantage.

Is the student an active
participant or passive
spectator during lab
activities?
N
Y

Does the student fully
participate in the Test
Correction Journal process?
N

Y

Does the student complete
assignments in a timely and
engaged manner?
N

Y

Does the student
complete the assigned
PhyzGuide readings?
N

Y

Is the student engaged
during Zooms? Is the
student an active (not
passive) participant in
classroom lessons?
Y

N

Only students with completed
Test Correction Journals
qualify to earn back unit test
points via the TCJ Quiz.

Homework must be completed
as described. Students who do
not will underperform. If
stuck, the student must ask
about the question in class.

Does the student engage
with parters regarding
the content and
questions in the lab?
N
Y

Does the student
anticipate quiz questions
during the lab activity?

Virtually all underperforming
students are surprised to
learn that crucial PhyzGuide
readings are available at
phyz.org. They must be read.
Some underperforming students are disengaged
during synchronous lessons. Active engagement,
such as asking questions about assignments
and offering answers during discussions is how
a student consciously chooses to not improve
their performance in the course. There is no
substitute for engagement.

N
Y

Students must be fully
engaged in lab activities
to perform well on lab
quizzes. Some students
“go dark” during labs:
cameras and microphones
off. There is no substitute
for engagement.
A lab group must work as
a team, not as individuals.
Social interaction is
required for best results.
There is no substitute for
engagement.

It’s important to be
able to anticipate how
in-lab questions could
become lab quiz
questions.

Lab activities are collaborative
efforts completed by lab groups. Each
student within a group must interact
with others in the group during the
activity to acquire a full, functional
understanding of the activity.

A student who can honestly answer “yes” to these questions
is performing at their full potential in physics: they are not
underperforming at all. Whatever their grade in the class is, that is
the very best they can do. And that’s all we can ask of them.
For some students, that grade may not be an “A”.
Virtually all students who are underperforming are not meeting expectations at one or more of the elements described
above. The instructor is available Wednesdays starting at 1:15pm and other days after school by appointment for help.

